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Last week featured the nightmare that every social media manager, community manager, and

social media customer service professional fears.

Southwest Airlines experienced a massive technology failure, rendering huge portions of their

computer systems inoperable for more than 12 hours. To get back on track, the airline cancelled

nearly 2,000 flights causing a four-day tsunami of customer frustration.

The magnitude of the issues were nearly unprecedented in American aviation, and the computer

outages left airport personnel able to receive only minimal communication from corporate, causing

huge inconsistencies in what passengers were told, and how they were treated. Some passengers

got hotel vouchers, others did not. Some passengers were kept informed, others were left to fend

for themselves.

It was BAD.

Southwest’s customer service, social media, and operations teams were besieged by the red hot

anger of some 250,000 irate passengers.

How did they do, and what can we learn from how they handled this extraordinary social media

crisis? I’ve been watching their moves closely, and I’ve identified 6 social media crisis lessons.

Lesson 1: Say You’re Sorry and Mean It

From the very beginning, the Southwest online representatives took complete ownership of the

crisis, and apologized (with evident sincerity) to customers at every turn, both in social media and

in explanatory content.

CONVINCE & CONVERT MEDIA         

6 Unforgettable Lessons from Southwest Airlines' Social Media Crisis
   

http://www.usatoday.com/story/travel/flights/todayinthesky/2016/07/22/southwest-airlines-flight-woes-cascade-into-friday/87430038/
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@youloveit32 We're so sorry to hear about the cancellation and
we cannot thank you enough for your patience with our services
today. ^AC
12:29 PM - 22 Jul 2016

    

Southwest Airlines 
@SouthwestAir

 Follow

This may seem self-evident and trivial, but it’s not. Many companies forbid their social media

customer care teams from apologizing for anything in a public forum, believing it opens the

company to legal liability down the line. There is no factual basis for this, as I uncovered in my

book, Hug Your Haters. Yet, it’s not at all uncommon for companies to dance around the issue,

even when they are clearly in the wrong, and refuse to apologize.

Not in this case.

Grade – A

Lesson 2: Live Video is a Terrific Social Media Crisis Tool

In any customer service scenario, humanity is key. It is much harder to be mad at a person – any

person – than it is to be made at a company or brand.

Southwest took an innovative and effective approach to humanization through the use of Facebook

Live video to keep customers informed and to underscore apologies.

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?in_reply_to=756526473024901120
https://twitter.com/intent/retweet?tweet_id=756526473024901120
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=756526473024901120
https://twitter.com/youloveit32
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir/status/756526473024901120
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir
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The star of these videos was Brooks Thomas, who I interviewed on my Social Pros podcast in

happier times. (It was a great episode, and I encourage you to listen to it).

But it wasn’t just Brooks (who pulled all-nighters with his team trying to keep up with customer

complaints) on Facebook Live. In the example above, the company’s Chief Operating Officer

explained the current status, adding significant credibility to the video.

The videos worked, at least as measured by emoji sentiment. The live broadcast above was

watched 803,000 times (Wow!); was liked more than 5,500 times; was loved more than 1,100 times;

and solicited a comparatively paltry 650 angry emojis.

Update From Our Chief Operating Offi…
Posted by Southwest Airlines
829,131 Views

http://www.twitter.com/brooksethomas
http://www.convinceandconvert.com/podcasts/episodes/how-to-maintain-your-brands-authentic-voice/
https://www.facebook.com/SouthwestAir/videos/10154494669698949/
https://www.facebook.com/SouthwestAir/videos
https://www.facebook.com/SouthwestAir/videos/10154494669698949/
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This may go down in the social media text books as the first big-scale use of live video in a social

media crisis. We will see more – a lot more – of this in the future.

Grade – A

Lesson 3: Your Website Can No Longer Be Your Crisis Home Base 1

In my first book, The Now Revolution, Amber Naslund and I wrote that the best way to handle a

social media crisis is to create an online hub that contains all information and company responses

about the situation, and to link to that hub in social media responses.

This strategy was employed as recently as 90 days ago when Starbucks created a massive kerfuffle

by changing how points are accrued using their popular rewards card. In that crisis, Starbucks

launched a dedicated microsite and FAQ about the changes, and referred unhappy customers to it,

following The Now Revolution playbook almost exactly.

But Southwest Airlines has shown this approach is no longer sufficient. Customer attention is too

fragmented and online channel proliferation is too real.

Southwest did post its written apology to its own discussion forum, but also posted the same

content directly to Facebook as a note, and also on Linkedin.

https://www.amazon.com/NOW-Revolution-Shifts-Business-Smarter/dp/047092327X
http://www.twitter.com/ambercadabra
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2016/02/22/starbucks-loyalty-program-changing-to-be-based-on-dollars-spent/80725784/
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Southwest Airlines
about 3 months ago

375 1.5K 415

An Update and an Apology on Systemwide
Outages
Reminder: Customer rebooking options are available through
Tuesday, July 26 at
https://www.southwest.com/html/advisories/swa_travel_advisory
_20166211469102736090.html

An updated message from Vice President, Chief Communication
Officer Linda Rutherford (Friday, July 22 at 10:45 p.m. CDT):

Good evening,

...

See More

This is wise and on-trend, as Southwest realized that customers on Facebook are there for a

reason, and neither want (nor need, via the use of Notes) to click over to the Southwest website to

read an apology and explanation.

I predict this type of multi-channel crisis communications will also become the norm.

Grade – A

https://www.facebook.com/SouthwestAir/?ref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fnotes%2Fsouthwest-airlines%2Fan-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages%2F10154494196178949&display=popup&ref=plugin&src=post
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
https://www.facebook.com/notes/southwest-airlines/an-update-and-an-apology-on-systemwide-outages/10154494196178949
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Lesson 4: Hug Your Haters

As set forth in my book, the Hug Your Haters approach dictates that you answer every complaint, in

every channel, every time.

Whether it was a strategic decision, or perhaps more likely a situation where the volume and speed

of complaints was simply too enormous, Southwest did not answer them all. They answered many,

on Facebook and Twitter in particular, but many custom complaints and pleas for information were

not addressed.

The inconsistency of response compounded hurt feelings in some cases, and also created some

channel shifting among customers seeking a place where they could be answered.

@AvenMarketing Sorry we haven't responded via Facebook.
Feel free to DM your confirmation number so we can follow up.
^JB
11:32 AM - 22 Jul 2016

    

Southwest Airlines 
@SouthwestAir

 Follow

Echoing Lesson 3 above about channel proliferation and customer preference, it is fascinating that

Southwest’s Facebook page received thousands of customer complaints. The discussion board

thread about the outage on Southwest’s website received a total of 39 replies.

(My online training course on how to be great at online (and offline) customer service, and how customer

service is the new marketing is now live. Visit KeepYourCustomersCourse.com for details)

Grade – C

Lesson 5: Be Fast

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?in_reply_to=756512353747820544
https://twitter.com/intent/retweet?tweet_id=756512353747820544
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=756512353747820544
https://twitter.com/AvenMarketing
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir/status/756512353747820544
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir
https://www.amazon.com/Hug-Your-Haters-Complaints-Customers/dp/1101980672
https://globalfunneltracking.clickfunnels.com/hyh-surveybmyxnvwo?affiliate_id=481883&amp;aff_sub=CnC&amp;aff_sub2=blogpost&amp;nopopup=false&amp;noautoplay=false&amp;utm_source=HYH&amp;utm_medium=blogpost&amp;utm_term=Customer-Killer&amp;utm_content=Customer-Killer&amp;utm_campaign=KYCC-Launch
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While Southwest wasn’t able – or willing – to answer every customer complaint, those they did

address were handled with stunning swiftness, given the circumstances.

Twitter complaints that received a reply were mostly handled in three to 12 minutes, and Facebook

responses within 45 minutes.

This is also on trend, as my study with Tom Webster and Edison Research found that 40% of the

social media complainers who expect a response from brands expect that response within 60

minutes. It’s safe to say that just about every customer expected a response in this case, so doing

so within an hour is quite a feat for Southwest, given the deluge.

It would have been better to answer them all, but

answering fast at least helps placate the customers

they could respond to during the crisis.

(For more on this point, download my new ebook “How

Fast is Fast Enough?” It’s all about speed in social media

customer service responses.)

Grade – B

 

Lesson 6: Every Channel is a Customer Service Channel 2

As noted above, Southwest took an overt, multi-channel approach to handling this social media

crisis.

The crisis was never mentioned on Instagram, however.

The brand is active on Instagram, with nearly 250,000 followers on that channel. Perhaps because

they believe Instagram is a platform for feel good, behind-the-scenes storytelling (according to

http://www.twitter.com/webby2001
http://www.edisonresearch.com/
http://www.slideshare.net/jaybaer/how-fast-is-fast-enough-new-research-shows-how-fast-companies-have-to-respond-in-social-media
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Brooks in his podcast interview), the airline chose to not apologize or make any reference

whatsoever on Instagram.

This was a mistake.

Southwest’s most recent Instagram post has received 322 angry comments, with zero response or

acknowledgement from the company. Ouch.

Remember that it doesn’t matter if the company thinks of a channel as a “customer service

channel.” If the organization has a presence in an online venue – even it it’s usually just marketing

and communications content – customers will expect to be able to communicate with the company

on that venue in a crisis scenario.

With messaging apps and Snapchat coming online as potential customer service outlets too, the

channel proliferation problem is going to get even more acute for businesses. You can no longer

assume that ANY channel is non-viable as a customer contact avenue.
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Grade – F

I’m a fan of Southwest. They’re good to me when I fly, and I’ve enjoyed working with the brand on

the business side as well. I’m truly sorry this crisis occurred – for the many, many affected

passengers, and for the company. All-in-all they did a commendable job of handling it in social

media, and I hope you never forget these lessons, which are applicable in almost every social

media crisis scenario.

Also published on Medium.
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Brooks Thomas · Dallas, Texas
Thanks, Jay. Instagram was a miss and we are in the process of correcting that. Per Lesson 4, we

Top

https://medium.com/@convince/6-unforgettable-lessons-from-southwest-airlines-social-media-crisis-a968b681685f
https://www.facebook.com/leavemealone
https://www.facebook.com/leavemealone
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Dallas-Texas/111762725508574
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?api_key=1694677967430454&channel_url=http%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2FfTmIQU3LxvB.js%3Fversion%3D42%23cb%3Df28ec2ee8feebd6%26domain%3Dwww.convinceandconvert.com%26origin%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%252Ff20a6ff6c85b0a%26relation%3Dparent.parent&colorscheme=light&href=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%2Fsocial-media-case-studies%2F6-unforgettable-lessons-from-southwest-airlines-social-media-crisis%2F&locale=en_US&numposts=25&sdk=joey&skin=light&version=v2.6&width=100%25#
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use Aspect Social (which is a version of Litihum Social Web) and replies were organized via the
queue. As you suggest, volumes quickly became difficult to maintain, and we simply have not been
able to get to them all. Our goal is to answer every actionable post, and Rob Hahn and his Social
Customer Care Team have been putting in extra hours (along with everyone else at the Company) to
meet our Customers' needs.

Like · 27 · Jul 22, 2016 11:38pm

Jay Baer  · President at Convince & Convert Media
Hey Brooks! Really nice of you to pop in, especially under the circumstances. I loved how
you guys handled it. Best wishes and I hope you get some sleep.

Like · 12 · Jul 23, 2016 12:05am

Jeremy Pepper · Consultant at @jspepper
Except as someone caught in the middle of it who was still lucky enough to get home that day, none
of this mattered/matters. 

And they still haven't been upfront about what happened, I still haven't received answers to questions
(key being is my data with them safe), and there's been no email correspondence with the customers
affected.
Like · Jul 24, 2016 12:17pm

Jay Baer  · President at Convince & Convert Media
yeah, that's not good. they may not have all the answers enough to send a definitive email
yet though?
Like · Jul 26, 2016 5:22pm

Jeremy Pepper · Consultant at @jspepper
Jay Baer Still a 45+ minute wait on their customer service phone number, people unable to
answer questions from what I was told at the airport. I haven't tweeted yet with them, but I'm
getting annoyed thus far that it's a cluster. 

CS on social is such a basic thing, we should stop congratulating companies for doing it right
(or call out for doing wrong).
Like · Jul 26, 2016 6:00pm

Deb Cole · CEO & Founder at RPM Success Group Inc
Any comparison comments / observations about the meltdown Delta just experienced two days ago
and how they seemed to keep everyone wondering what was going on without a real explanation as
they sat frustrated in their seats? 

About to go on the news in the morning to talk about how both airlines handled the crisis using social
media. Would like to mention your article and tips.
Like · Aug 11, 2016 2:14am

Tom Le · Pleasanton, California

https://www.facebook.com/jaybaer
https://www.facebook.com/leavemealone
https://www.facebook.com/jaybaer
https://www.facebook.com/jspepper
https://www.facebook.com/jspepper
https://www.facebook.com/CoachDebi
https://www.facebook.com/dottom
https://www.facebook.com/robhahnjr
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?api_key=1694677967430454&channel_url=http%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2FfTmIQU3LxvB.js%3Fversion%3D42%23cb%3Df28ec2ee8feebd6%26domain%3Dwww.convinceandconvert.com%26origin%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%252Ff20a6ff6c85b0a%26relation%3Dparent.parent&colorscheme=light&href=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%2Fsocial-media-case-studies%2F6-unforgettable-lessons-from-southwest-airlines-social-media-crisis%2F&locale=en_US&numposts=25&sdk=joey&skin=light&version=v2.6&width=100%25#
http://convinceandconvert.com/social-media-case-studies/6-unforgettable-lessons-from-southwest-airlines-social-media-crisis/?fb_comment_id=1279806212037042_1279825702035093
https://www.facebook.com/jaybaer
https://www.facebook.com/pages/President/134745496566868
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Convince-Convert-Media/793789220714530
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?api_key=1694677967430454&channel_url=http%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2FfTmIQU3LxvB.js%3Fversion%3D42%23cb%3Df28ec2ee8feebd6%26domain%3Dwww.convinceandconvert.com%26origin%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%252Ff20a6ff6c85b0a%26relation%3Dparent.parent&colorscheme=light&href=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.convinceandconvert.com%2Fsocial-media-case-studies%2F6-unforgettable-lessons-from-southwest-airlines-social-media-crisis%2F&locale=en_US&numposts=25&sdk=joey&skin=light&version=v2.6&width=100%25#
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Consultant/112088245473437
https://www.facebook.com/pages/jspepper/401367899963564
https://www.facebook.com/jaybaer
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Brooks - I appreicate you're at the heart of the social media team there at WN. But the public
explanation defies common sense - this coming from an IT, DBA and software developer veteran.
The videos were good to reach out to the public, but it didn't provide any substance on what
happened, why it caused such cascading impact over 5+ days, and what WN was doing about it
other than "all hands on deck." 

I'd like to see some social media presense on the IT and Flyertalk forums to confirm or correct what
professional flyers think is really happening. For example, the understanding that the
origi... See More

Like · 4 · Jul 24, 2016 12:24pm · Edited

Tom Le · Pleasanton, California
Your lessons learned has some key flaws. 

"Live fidlding while Rome burns." The live video was a great idea, except problems continued for 2+
days (and still ongoing) since the video. It's the equivalent of Dubya "mission accomplished" media
fiasco - everything would have been great if the mission was actually accomplished. 

There was a second video today that showed the NOC, but ironically, no one seemed to notice that it
showed an empty NOC in the middle of a crisis. 

"Fast in isolated incidents, to the MASS mass majority of customers." The response was not fast by
any stretch of the imagination. Some lucky folks on Twitter had their DM responded to so they didn't
have to wait 2-4+ hours on the phone, only to have the line disconnect. They didn't have to wait in 3+
hour lines with a single gate agent and 100+ people in front of them, with all consessions and other
airport services closed for the night. It was nothing but fast.

Like · 1 · Jul 22, 2016 11:04pm

Brooks Thomas · Dallas, Texas
Hi Tom, intention for the videos was to inform more than provide a "job well done" feel. We
were very much in the thick of it, and still are. The NOC wasn't empty; the Situation Room
we were in is used periodically, but the NOC itself was buzzing with hundreds of folks. We
did not want to disrupt the Operation when critical work was getting done (and frankly, the
Situation Room was a quieter venue and better for the viewer's audio). 

To your other point, volume has been an issue, in person and online. You're right that some
people have been able to get help quicker than others, and at times it has not been
methodical but at random. We will need to examine that and see how we can improve
efficiencies. We'll need to do that for a lot of things regarding this event.

Thanks, and sorry if you were affected by this, directly or indirectly.

Like · 6 · Jul 22, 2016 11:43pm

Erin Erdmann · Director of Convention Sales and Travel Media at Visit Bloomington
I saw Brooks speak in May at PRSA. He was awesome. I'm not surprised that he thought of using
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I saw Brooks speak in May at PRSA. He was awesome. I'm not surprised that he thought of using
Facebook live. Great job considering the circumstances!

Like · 3 · Jul 23, 2016 11:47am

Eric Palmer · Workday Engagement Manager at Mercer | CPSG Partners
Phone call with 'Luke' on Southwest Airlines Escalation Team:
Luke: [after putting me on hold for five minutes] I'm back sir. I am sorry you were stranded for three
extra days, that must have been terrible. what I can do is provide you with a voucher for 50% off your
next flight, up to $250.
Me: But what is southwest doing about extra expenses incurred as a result of cancelled flights?
Luke: that's what we're doing sir. 50% off your next ticket.
Me: i appreciate that. But that's not going to help pay the extra $1000 on my credit card; i can't send
amex your voucher. Can I speak to your manager... See More
Like · Jul 25, 2016 6:27pm

Jay Baer  · President at Convince & Convert Media
uggh. that's not a great way to handle it.
Like · Jul 26, 2016 5:22pm

Eric Palmer · Workday Engagement Manager at Mercer | CPSG Partners
Jay Baer : I've now spoken to two other people, inluding Kristin on behalf of CEO Gary Kelly.
Same response essentially. She actually asked me what they could add to their
documentation about my conplaint to show how sorry they are. Not do anything; just add
some words to the file.
Like · Jul 26, 2016 5:29pm

Rich Thomsen · Sr. Enterprise Architect at COUNTRY Financial
Same here Eric, 3 days delayed, treated the same as someone with a single day delay.
Actually, the response was less than when our originating flight was delayed for one day on
the front end. For that we were at least offered hotel accomodations (but didn't need it
leaving home).
Like · Aug 1, 2016 12:05pm

Ryan Jones · Allen Park, Michigan
lesson 6: in a month or so, everybody will completely forget about this incident.
Like · Aug 2, 2016 1:07pm

Jay Baer  · President at Convince & Convert Media
usually, i'd agree. but i've talked to a lot of people for whom this was the proverbial last straw.
Like · Aug 3, 2016 10:57pm

Anja Škrba · Works at First Site Guide
omg yes! Live video is a wonderful social media crisis tool - I agree!
Like · Jul 25, 2016 4:57am

Lucretia Madden Pruitt · Redondo Beach, California
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Lucretia Madden Pruitt · Redondo Beach, California
I didn't even realize there had been a crisis...
Like · Jul 25, 2016 5:25pm
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